2012, Feb 2
Opening Meditation:

Mother's Thursday Night Call
Angelsu

Mayan Calendar:
Rainbird
● today is a 2-2: Feb 2
half way to Spring Equinox
● today is CHICCAN – the serpent, a warrior aspect, being open to change – gift of motivation to change
● Friday is CIMI – begins 10 days of being on right side, of seasonal days – portal days: intersection of
cosmic energies are felt! Bridging between past and future
● Sat – MANIK - healing self and others; accepting the divinity of self; ability to open new doors
We are still in the wave of KAHN ● Sunday – LAMAT – a stargate – a good day for doing visionary work; the illumination of human kind
● Monday – MULUC the moon.
● Tuesday is the full moon – a 7 OC, a tone in the middle – the dog – gift is contact with spirit guides –
time to surrender fear
● Wed – CHUEN
the monkey – the 8th tone, about balance
● Thurs – EB a 9; time to surrender dependence on the analytical mind
Solfeggio Frequencies:
MariettaRobert
The Solfeggio tones were used in the past and kept the monks balanced & healthy; eliminated fear,
guilt, etc. Use of the tones was eventually suppressed by the church. These frequencies are not
played today.
Ute
– 396 Hz -#9 vibration – helps liberate us from guilt, fear, grief, past hurts
Re [ray] – 417 Hz - #3 vibration – facilitates change; letting go of old baggage; helps to clean chakras;
reminds us we are worthy, a holy child of god
Mi [me] - 528 Hz - #6 vibration – DNA repair; clears vibrations which are not in harmony with our being
Transformation and miracles
Fa [fah] - 639 Hz - #9 vibration – connecting, relationships, family; supporting us as a co-creator;
calls in the heart
Sol [soul] – 741Hz - #3 vibration - awakening intuition; helps us solve problems; balances right and left
brain; not allowing others to control us
La [lah] – 863 Hz - #6 vibration - helps us return to spiritual order; cleans the chakras – it reverses
movement, restores order; clearing,
th
for 7 chakra, do all 6 together angel frequency – very high – 4096 Hz
earth – 136.1 Hz - finishes with this one to bring us back to the earth we live on
Housekeeping:
D'Yanna
● Thank you to those who helped catch up with BBS radio so we can continue to gather
Need $264 for last week, plus for $300 for this week
● T & R's rent – need only $180 to cover the rent.
● On the website:
www.2013RainbowRoundTable.com
There is a Paypal button on this site
Please notify them if you're sending something:
koran999@comcast.net
Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders: Ram D Berkowitz
2442 Cerillos Road, # 385
Santa Fe, NM 87505
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Or let MariettaRobert know: 317-773-0061
Hard News:
R: lots has been quakin' and shakin'! Happy Ground Hog Day!
T: in Washington, people walking in shirt sleeves, cherry blossoms are out
cold weather / deep freeze in Ukraine and other places; deep freeze is going down into Africa this is global cooling
R: has been hearing about getting N announced and criminals rounded up
● Eric Holder was on the hot seat today: R heard him called a liar!
A US border agent was found dead, and Holder's fingerprints are on it
● Obama surrounded himself with with tin soldiers and knew they would fall
● He WILL prosecute and send them to The Hague – he is an ox, is very thorough
R: Thom Hartmann said today - the latest groundhog to show up was Mr Hair to endorse Lucifer –
● this ties in and it is a huge story; involves our galactic friends and full disclosure, first contact
● has to do with with idea that they can no longer pull the wool over our eyes anymore; we need to
be helping the least among us
R: The prayer breakfast is about C Street and K Street;this secret society and the 13 families have little
to play on: more and more people are waking up: keep thoughts pure, & words out of your mouth
clean too
R: Lady Master Nada – all of them are saying keep your eyes on the prize with Mr Obama – the
frequencies coming in from the the Great Central Sun – Gregg Braden's 28 min piece speaks of
this & the affect on all living matter
T: From BO's State of the Union: “from whom much is given, much is required”
● Last week a Senate Bill “Paying Your Fair Share Act” - introduced on Wednesday
● for people up to $1 M = 30% across the board [down from 35%]
● from $1 – 2 M = 35%
● A big jump to put this on the table;
● Grover Norquist saying B O needs to resign or it's treason; very ugly
Reading: How many more border patrol agents would have to die as part of Operation Fast and Furious
for you to take responsibility?
[SEE BELOW]
Question: Is the Aboriginal Moabite Call happening on Sunday?
● Grand Goddess Lillie has a new call – Wednesday evenings: 5:00 pm MST; 7:00 EST
Phone #
● 712-432-0900; PIN 899484#
Replay #
● 712-432-0990; PIN 899484#
Question:

● about Steve Beckow and a list of people
● The mother ship, the Neptune, and the journey and what is entailed in that story
R: our friends are showing up in unprecedented numbers: there is no date being given
R: he asked LM Nada and Heidi at Bank of International Settlements about this
● there are huge things going on across the planet about us going back on precious metals; entire
world economy being turned on its ear, being re-instated but not about Euro - Greece will go back
to original Drachma, and all other countries to original currencies and all backed up by precious
metals; rainbow money in the banks;
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● St Germain is in charge; the other people who think they have a piece of the action and think
they are in charge of this are sadly mistaken
T: she also said there is major scuttlebutt going on around the planet about getting JESARA announced
● Nada said there is a major X on their 3rd eye: understand that when you still have Lucifer
and his buddy who just endorsed him still loose on the planet; when official full disclosure / first
contact has not been announced; when arrests are not finished, it is not in everyone's best
interest to have folks interacting at this time,
● And also that everyone is not who they say they are:
there are life forms out there who do
not
have the good of the people and the planet at heart: the astral kingdom is right here with its
ooglies, as well as the ascended masters, the Sepheroth and those who sit at the foot of the
throne of the Father – depends on who you are working with
T: That is, the energy of the vibration of the person is what limits the conversation and what they receive
● that is why it is most important to go within & check vibratory rates from within
● the pattern of “no dates, no nukes, no flukes” holds across the board – galactics will only show
themselves when all is safe. The others want to piggy back on the galactics as they are
getting shut out more and more from not being able to come back at all
● Dates given? Not exact
R: the intensity on the planet – it may happen, yet Nada said you may not want to go on that journey and
you may find yourselves across the galaxy and cannot get back!
● We work with the Office of the Christ and ONLY in the Office of the Christ.
● He read it and did not get a good feeling when he read it;
There are things going on across the planet:
the guy who made Gasland was arrested at a sub-committee meeting yesterday as the Repubs
called out for him to be arrested – don't want him listening when we talk about fracking
In Indiana, SC, AZ want to axe Planned Parenthood – took out
● getting a mammogram give you 40x the amount of
● need education on prevention and getting rid of all of Monsanto and taking away such things as
saying they own the patent of our DNA so they can mess with us which is against the Prime
Directive and they are doing it:
Reading:

Could this be the first domino to fall?
Confirmed raids taken place today...arrests have been made!!
People in Iceland told their banks NO

[SEE BELOW]

Question: what is your take on status of dinar in relation to other countries being re-valued?
R: What is happening in Iraq has to do with the Euro and other things; even though there are signs like
black screens or blue screens, it still has to do with the cosmic dance going on here which has to
do with the re- valuation of all the currencies right now [100 of them]
T: It's the currencies which do NOT have the precious metal backing; The other countries are ready for
NESARA
R: still cosmic musical chairs going on: in Iraq, the US put them up to it: we have the largest embassy in
Baghdad – it's about the stargate and the ziggaurats / the zero point modules, not oil or the dinar
or anything else; this is why we went in there
●We have to think about currency and money in a different way; what Obama said at the prayer
breakfast: the least among us need caring
Caller: it seems like it could be incentivizing the Treasury – if the dinars were re-valuated, it would make
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a big hole in the budget deficit
R: Yes, the deficit is about fake currency; America is not broke
T: the criminals have to be arrested first: they want the 4 th Reich and nothing else; Romney and Gingerich
who are one tenth of the 1%, they have no capacity to care and we are just collateral damage
R: Majority Report: Sam Seder said he would like to see Romney, Gingerich, Santorum, Paul to spend a
week at a homeless shelter with no car, credit card, etc – how to get food, find a bed, etc
T: the solutions are in pushing harder for justice for everyone! The arrests are beginning now –
●arresting Holder will bring forth special prosecutor Patrick Fitzgerald who while open up 10,000
sealed indictments
●Barack Obama could very well declare martial law at any time [Nada]; no dates, but the energy of
the new moon could force this – which is on Feb 8th
Caller: Hasn't the gov't been looking for a way to justify military law by feeding all these divisional
actions? Looking for ways to institute martial law to gain more and more control?
T: NO this is not that: this is the White Knights doing this at 38 levels above the President: to keep
ordinary people safe while the arrests are going on; they will bust down doors and if they do
anything, they will be gone; and they will take the criminals over to The Hague and if they
R: Over 60% of the Pentagon is ready to nail the cabals
T: first thing they will do is arrest the 40% who are not of the Light; very heavy duty
● heard yesterday that Russia, China, and US will join their military together as a global peace
keeping mission, so if Israel thinks it's going to nuke Iran, will have to deal with this group
● This is big stuff – this is not about giving someone dinars, but getting Mother Earth through
the eye of the needle and getting nuclear holocaust off of this planet
Caller: someone has already been interfering with nuclear stuff
T: still wild cards and Lakud party telling US if we want to do it, we'll just do it
R: an article that american army won't join Israel's war with Iran
Reading: Joint Chief of Staff Dempsey says it will not join with a war in Iran
R: Iran refused to deal with a petro dollar – that is the REAL issue
T: Nixon committed treason when he went to the petro dollar without any approval, normal procedures
●At 38th level about the President is where KOS sits ACIO – the Alien Contact Intelligence
Organization which means the Ashtar Command is part of our military
●It might be that the White Knights will freeze frame the dark ones and they can't move and
then take them to the Hague – Ashtar is working with Obama and KOS and the others
●We have to be a participant – can't walk around ignorant and say all is well
Caller: martial law has ramifications for the rest of us that are not pretty because there are enough
people who do not understand their oath to the Constitution, etc; they will think they are obeying
their government
R: there will be explanations
T: they would never do this unless there is not other option – KOS said this 20 years ago;
when this happens they will go so fast with information & these people will be shackled so fast!
There are 20 million members of the Sovereign militia forces teamed up with those on the ground
Good news that 60% of Pentagon is ready to go on this! That is plenty
full disclosure has been on the tip of the tongue – remember that ever since signed 3 executive orders:
over 50,000 technologies will be revealed which have been on the back burner –
can re-vamp this economy by stopping the oil in a minute – put a Tesla tower on the Saudi Arabian ..
peninsula and took
everyone off the grid for all of the energy needs
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oil in 20Million forces and they are teamed up with
Caller: he worked with an inventor who figured how to produce unlimited energy without fuel – it's great
and is what needs to be done
T: For this to come into play -the social psychological, spiritual aspects – people who are so scared that
they will vote for people like this because they think they will get survival money
R: the awakening is happening both physically and spiritually – we are seeing the holodeck;
the life forms that you see are “celluloid heroes” – large on the big screen, but they hold no weight
● they have no power and all they are playing with is their words of enchantment and spend millions
on commercials and twist your mind from your heart to tell you what you should do
● We already have someone who is perfect for the job and we aren't going anywhere
T: reads more from the article: the people do not know that Iran has had 12 nukes for 20 years.
●Obama knows it and is going after our own criminals
●“from whom much is given, much is required in return” - as we are about to receive much, much is
required of us and we need a large group consciousness that understands what to do
●Jesus 2000 years ago was a member of the Ashtar Command & he could have called in the
Command and just levelled the situation:
●Rama asked him at the time if he could bring down the troops from the ships! Jeshua asked him
to let J do it a different way – it is about love and don't need to use the stun beams unless it is a
life-threatening situation
R: we are not in such a situation: We are now moving from yellow alert to red alert and these ones are in
our midst.
Caller: an understatement that he has lots of experience with this earth plane stuff!
T: reference to Holder, what he did: one of our agents is dead now because I didn't take responsibility
Now I will have to cover up
Caller: not only one of our agents, it's the 20,000 guns and the deaths in Mexico
T: lots more than 7000 dead in Mexico; they go down to South America, too, with the guns
●Lots of unmarked graves in Mexico – thousands and thousands and thousands – 57 – 58,000
bodies with no identification – there also more than that
Caller: your take on Ron Paul's “minding our own business” as foreign policy
T: not possible – it's a global society
R: has the right idea about bringing troops home and not stick our nose in other people's business
●it goes farther and is about having respect for people
●Iran is not the bad guy here; did not cause what happened on 9/11 and what has happened since
●US caused what happened with the instability around free trade
●lobbyists that run on the coattails of our law makers
T: we have ourselves on the threshold of a galactic society – yet we have caused harm to the galactic
neighbourhood
R: Gingerich is a lobbyist, just won't admit it
T: He is also an Opus Dei and is responsible for murder – reptiles, inter galactic war criminals and have
been using advanced technologies, keeping them from us; have made weapons we have never seen
●we put our business in every country on earth and we are responsible for using natural resources
in an unbalanced way; we have employed all the people on the planet so we can life as we wish
●Paul wants to shut down medicaid, medicare, social security; he is also a member of Klu Klux Klan,
a Nazi
the KKK is considered a Vatican organization
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Rumour is that Palin is going to endorse Ron Paul and then he will choose Jesse V as his VP; then Jesse is in
the hot seat
None of these people have any respect for the man in the Oval Office
Has to do with Malcalm X , all of the Moabite ; people of Nibiru, Sirius A and B, the Dogon people, the
Banue people – has to do with healing the issues about race.
T: handler is Henry Kissinger; the landlord of the planet for the Vatican
Caller: it needs to be said that we are defined by what we focus on – the solution is at hand with an
elevation of consciousness and we need to focus on this, not the problem
● a whole lot of people would join you if they didn't think you were against the freedom that Ron
Paul is espousing
● he thinks Obama's actions have been very socialist – but won't judge because he does not know
what goes on behind the scenes.
● anyone who wants to get back to the constitution has his support; it's the law of the land and we
are so far from it, he wants to see rule by law, not rule by personality
T: we are guaranteed our rights to life, love and the pursuit of happiness – we are, each of us, a social
being and we are engaged;
● as Bernie Sanders says: I am an independent social democrat
● They made an equivalency between communism and socialism which is false
Caller: this could be handled by using the comprehensive
● Walter Burien has been working on this: cafr1.com is his website
MR: is this
Caller: 130,000 districts that keep 2 sets of books; the right side of the ledger has trillions of dollars
● If we the people can take control of those funds and use them properly and could eliminate in 5
years and still have the reasonable pensions
● Also check out: goooh.com – tim cox – has figured out to hold responsible those who go to
Washington [get out of our house]
● Part of Ron Paul's program is a solution;
● Taking over the Federal Reserve on behalf of the people is a solution
T: all of that has been handled in the framework of NESARA
● You cannot have justice without peace – N declares peace and has those in controlling positions
with all the money arrested. Then we will hear about all the other things.
Caller: why do you call me commander; I am just a guy.
T: She calls him commander because we are from the stars and we represent 200 million civilizations
● You are not just a guy; you are
MR: thank you for reminding us about the money the cities and communities have – hasn't been discussed
on these calls for a while
MOTHER:
In the Office of the Christ and only in the Office of the Christ, we invoke the loving energies of St.
Germain and the Violet Flame
Greetings, Children of RA
● Indeed on this ground hog day and Imbolc – this is the Festival of Bridget, as we approach the sun
which is rising and bringing the spring Equinox
● All we have been rushing towards and asking for is coming, in spite of the best efforts of others to stop
it.
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● Everything is coming full circle and into balance and harmony, in spite of the best efforts of our
children to distract you.
● Our grandson Mr Lucifer has his fingers in the pie to confuse you and separate your mind and
your heart. The Groundhog today endorsed Mr Lucifer: they are the 1% and think they can buy a
planet and they don't have enough money to do so – Mother's message is that they leave the
market place right now while they can still walk, still think
● There are many sitting at your doorstep almost pounding at your door to sit with us
● I will speak for this rental unit: I am a social democrat when it comes to the affairs of this planet
you have been sold a line of crap about Karl Marx, Putin and the Great Red threat
● The only threat is the long red tie that Mr Trump was wearing – a blood red tie that was
bleeding! They are chomping at the bit and think they have the final lock down in this case.
● Yet all they can do is surrender and many have; St Germain is giving them comfort and counsel as
they can accept it – they have to do it for themselves [forgive].
● These ones, their names, it's about their choice in – they have made their choices and they are
taking their leave
● The frequencies affecting the world: the smallest particle is being bombarded by the energy coming
from the Great Central Sun – people know that something huge is happening, though they do not
know exactly what it is
● it is the opening of the heart; it is about love, which is the key to the story
T: love is the combination of all things we need to have – as we show up with our hearts open, what comes
forward - barely experienced by people who go to a pre-programmed institution
Mo: the people who have nothing, thosein the Occupy movement, are saying give me a voice – we are taking
the mike and we will speak our mind and people will listen – we are the 99% and you can no longer
rob, pillage and kill us for our soul matrix: make peace with your god in this very second, in this
moment.
● What is coming out this moment – it has to be sacred words – you can sit like a little buddha and focus
so intently on what you are doing, yet you
● As we do this together, the grand experiment of peace and love within the diversity of what we,
humanity, – represents; we come from so many different cultures and we are unique because of our
thoughts
● Elisha and all the masters are sitting with us now – like Treebeard knocking on your head with a branch –
they are all around you; just stop and listen
● it is already occurring: the Indigo Crystal children are already speaking truth to power – change
has come to this story and
● We will sit on your doorstep – descending into matter is the deal here;
● yes, he could very well declare martial law; it is about the usurpation of power – members of Congress,
the biomedical ● Portion of the money has been found
● What about the $8.8 million that is missing ??
● It is about the next moment here: the people see through the matrix that corporations are not people,
and money is not free speech
T: it will be about arresting them – Edelson owns a gambling casino in China and China takes 40% off the
top in taxes and he is still making millions! That is China supporting Gingerich!
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So people ask “How come he supports you?” Because he knows I support Israel is Newt's answer.
Mo: in this moment, we are watching the great unravelling; this is the moment, the 4 th turning – the
Sovereign Militia – it may begin on your TV and you will be saying OMG!
Cathy: thinking of William and Harry; we have seen them grow up and heard of the Nameless Ones – will
William ever be King? What will happen in Europe concerning that family?
Mo: there will be a unified understanding – the ancient bloodlines have to let go of the gauntlet – we are a
global village and part of a neighbourhood. As the 13 families go down and relinquish power, the
needs of all of us are more than the needs of the few
T: never was a ratification of
Mo: if the draft was re-instated we would never hear talk of going to Iraq again
T: no more war
Mo: no standing armies
● William is with the British military in the Falklands; Argentina sees this as provocation – egging
on irritations and bodes not well for England – the islands are part of Argentina, not England.
T: the people can be dual citizens
Mo: a touchy situation – has to do with the 13 families, who think they can walk into a country and take
resources. It's what the Draconians did when they nuked Nibiru
Closing:
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Buerkle to Holder: “How many more Border Patrol Agents would have had to die
as part of Operation Fast and Furious for you to take responsibility?”
Feb 2, 2012
Washington, DC – Today, Congresswoman Ann Marie Buerkle (NY-25) skewered U.S. Attorney
General Eric Holder at a House Oversight and Government Reform Committee regarding the
Department of Justice’s involvement in Operation Fast and Furious.
Buerkle’s line of questioning began by showing Mr. Holder video of the testimony given by the
victim’s family that occurred at a previous Oversight and Government Reform Committee hearing. She
then proceeded to cross examine the Attorney General regarding his lack of accountability asking him
“How many more Border Patrol Agents would have had to die as part of Operation Fast and Furious for
you to take responsibility?”
“The Attorney General's testimony today was disgraceful. His continued deflection of accountability
and denial of any knowledge of Operation Fast and Furious is shameful. If he, as head of the
Department of Justice, is not accountable, then who is? How bad does a situation have to be, how many
people have to be killed, before Mr. Holder believes he should be held accountable? If he had no
knowledge of the program that is under his purview, then he is grossly incompetent,” said Rep.
Buerkle.
“Throughout Congress’s investigation into Operation Fast and Furious, Attorney General Eric Holder
has been consistent. He has been consistently callous toward the victim’s family, consistently
inaccurate in the information he has provided to Congress, consistently not taken responsibility for his
role, and consistently dodged difficult questions. I once again demand his resignation, because whether
he is accountable or incompetent, he has utterly failed in his responsibilities as Attorney General.”

http://buerkle.house.gov/press-release/buerkle-holder-%E2%80%9Chow-many-more-border-patrolagents-would-have-had-die-part-operation
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Could this be the first Domino to fall?? Confirmed raids
taken place today...arrests have been made!!

2012, Feb 2

Posted by Ram Arjuna on February 2, 2012 at 10:33am

More Icelandic bankers arrested
Posted on20 January 2011.

Iceland’s special prosecutor into the banking crisis has confirmed that raids have taken place today and that
arrests have been made. The Central Bank of Iceland is among the institutions under investigation.
Special Prosecutor, Olafur Thor Hauksson told Visir.is that house searches are taking place in at least three
places today as part of investigations into the central bank, MP Bank and Straumur Bank.
Stefan Johann Stefansson at the central bank confirmed that agents were in the building conducting searches;
and it has also been confirmed that searches are underway at MP Bank and ALMC (formerly Straumur).
An ALMC spokesman said that the premises are indeed being searched and that the bank’s staff members are
doing their best to help.
In other news, four people have so far been arrested today in connection with the special prosecutor’s
investigation into Landsbanki.
One of the arrested parties is Jon Thorsteinn Oddleifsson, former Landsbanki treasury boss; and it is not yet
known who the other three are.
According to Visir.is sources, the arrests concern a brand new section of the wider case against the bank and are
not directly connected to searches and arrests made last week.

Read more: http://www.icenews.is/index.php/2011/01/20/more-icelandic-bankersarrested/#ixzz1l9ScrwUg
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